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site plan . ground floor 1 : 1000

Damay Lagi

before:
Area: 180.000 sqm
Population:  8200 people
1643 families
Density:  21 sqm/ab.

1 km

Quezon av
enue

Rodriguez Avenue

Pasig River

Manila bay

Sant Juan River

Edsa road

Aurora Boulevard

now:
Area: 180.000 sqm
Population:  5400 people
900 families
Density:  33 sqm/ab.
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promenade along the river
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second floor 1 : 500

ground floor 1 : 500

6 common areas for residents.
 common areas help to      
 create a sense of community   
 and therefore identity

7 a network of links to different       
 scales can allow shortcuts in  
 every direction. space is 
 completely permeable 

Minimum space in a collective
housing  system,  allow  to 
think some common functions 
and   facilities,   like   the 
laundry, workshops, 
kitchen gardens, playgrounds, 
small  housing  kindergarten,  

centres for waste collection 
and  Community-supported 
agriculture groups. This allows 
a   reduction  in   cost  and  
therefore a better standard of  
living over time, sharing service 
that allows you to  have more  
opportunities  for socialisation 
among the people who inhabit the

same neighbourhood. Socialisation 
and sharing helped to create a 
sense of community, which is 
then able to create an identity 
into the people, in relation to 
the place where they live. 
Feel part of a community means 
to care for himself, others and 

the space around us,  because we 
feel our. In these way the quality
of the spaces, and the life 
standard of low-income people 
can increase.

8 shops  create a filter  with the 
  street, and the  building  on the 
  other side are more open to the
  landscape with a  long  catwalk 
  on the river
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street elevation 1 : 500

river elevation 1 : 500

 rodriguez avenue view

21th jan 08.00 21th jan 10.00

21th jan 12.00 21th jan 14.00

21th jan 16.00 21th jan 18.00

solar diagram

jen   feb   mar   apr   may   jun   jul    aug   sep   oct   nov   dec

wind speed varies between 1 and 5 m / s throughout the year.

wind diagram9 wind can cross all 
  the site in every 
  direction

jenuary
february
march
october
november

august
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december

june
july 
september

city commercial private landscape

different layers divide the landscape from the city,
private from the public

the buildings on rodriguez avenue are built with a recycling plastic face. this system allow
to regulate the fluxes of natural ventilation and the quantity of sun light.
this elements are customizable and flexible. it’s a mechanical system. Advertisemet can give 
a income to the people who live there.

shops

fast food

offices

advertisement facade

green barrier

catwalk

playground

laundry

shops

fast food

offices

advertisement facade

lighting towers

lighting towers
lighting towers

plastic panels facade

plastic panels facade

catwalk

trees  protect the building  and  common  areas
from  the  sunlight. Building is related  to  the 
trees, they  changhe their  shape where   there 
are trees
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river side elevation  1 : 100

section  1 : 200

section  1 : 200

Green elements

Canegada odorata   ylang-ylang   flowers  < 10 m

Cinnamomum parthenoxylon  yellow camphor   flowers  20 > m 
 
Erythrina fusca    coral bean    flowers  < 10 m
 
Intsia bijuga    taal     flowers  20 > m

Ficus benjamina    ficus     fruit   20 > m

Mabolo     kamagong    fruit   < 10 m
 
Musa      banana’s tree   fruit   < 10 m

Camellia sinensis   green tea       < 3 m

Ixora coccinea    jungle flame   flowers  < 3 m

Plumeria acuminata   kalachuchi    flowers  < 3 m  

2 m

8 m

12 m

18 m

trees mark  the passage of time and the  seasons is one  of the  things that trees do  in a city.

Trees  are  natures  air   conditioners. 
In one year the  average tree  inhales 
26 pounds of carbon dioxide, the amount 
emitted by a car  on an 11,000 mile trip. 
This  same  tree will  in turn  exhale 
enough  oxygen  to keep  a  family  of 
4 breathing for a year.

Trees are the greatest  collectors  of 
the suns energy. All energy comes from 
the  sun  and our  trees  collect  and 
store more  of it than anything else in 
the  world.  The benefits of  trees can 
be divided into two general areas. Direct 
benefits,  such as  cool from shade  or 
increased property  value  and  indirect 
benefits.  Indirect  benefits impact  you, 
the tree  owner  and the  community in 
real, but less  tangible  ways. In fact, 
indirect  benefits  from trees are more 
numerous than direct benefits. 
These  benefits  include  filtration  and 
absorption of  air  pollutants,  reduced 
storm  watr  run off,  

Is there a thermal effect said city effect for which the stone, brick and asphalt is fiery summer 
by raising the  average temperature  of 4 / 5 degrees.  This effect is  greatly mitigated  by  an 
important  presence of trees and their  foliage. The shade under the  trees  not only  creates a 
unique urban space and social, but also lowers the temperature significantly.  The trees also help 
to change the relative humidity toward greater physical comfort.

storing  of the greenhouse gas carbon   
dioxide  and  beneficial  impact on the 
general quality of life.  Perhaps  the 
greatest contribution  our trees make 
is an emotional one.  People who  live
in cities brighten up at the site  of a 
tree,    the    scrawniest    saplings 
challenging the concrete.  Silently  in 
our  minds  they rise as  symbols  of 
stability,  dignity,  adventure, comfort 
and knowledge.
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section  1 : 100

catwalk is made by re-cycling plastic material, 
it   could  be  coloured  and  easly repaired.
A simple,  affordable and  environment-friendly 
plastic recycling tecnologywhich converts waste 
plastics,   especially    foamed   polystyrene, 
polyetylene and polypropylene plastic bags into 
useful products.
Bricks testing of  DOTS_ITDI  plastic densifier 
technology
(with  the  Dept. of  Science   and Technology)

playground design

Filipinos as users of open space:
. Filipinos love to interact, they are very socialble.
. They are they are fond of playing games.
. Children want to roam around and play.
. Filipinos want to stay under the shade 
 when it comes to space, filipinos love to feel them.
. Filipinos love colors.

playground are flexible spaces,  it can be use in 
differnt wayand  it’s free from  obstacles. it’s a 
cheaper   solution  to   put   people  togheter

place for running, skateing and bikeing place for basketball, relaxing and walking place for meeting, conferences and concertes

place for walking, relaxing and watching

re-cycling plastic 
catwalk

natural 
colors

precious 
textures

lightweight 
structures 
of steel 
for balconies

flexible 
spaces

structure of 
galvanized steel, 
perforated coating

permeable
water 
pavement

distribution spaces
of light steel 
structures

colored 
recycled 
plastic 
panels

locking for 
shopping
pathway

the top of the 
towers work like 
colored lanterns 
and landmark

lightweight 
galvanized 
steel 
structure
to protect 
the stairs

trees protect 
from sunlight 
and color the 
neighbourhood

curbs permeable 
for water 
drainage

colored 
re-cycling
plasticpixels 
customizables
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section  1 : 100 section  1 : 100

typology a+1 typology a

24 sqm 24 sqm

21 sqm

section  1 : 100

typology b+1/a

typology b+1/b

25 sqm + 6 sqm of flexibility

typology b+1/c

29 sqm + 6 sqm of flexibility

21 sqm

section  1 : 100

typology b/a

typology b/b

25 sqm + 6 sqm of flexibility

typology b/c

29 sqm + 6 sqm of flexibility

section  1 : 100

typology c

21 sqm + 6 sqm of flexibility

typology d

21 sqm

section 1 : 100

typology d/a

24 sqm

section 1 : 100

typology d/a

24 sqm

section 1 : 100

section  1 : 100

commercial 04

46 sqm

section  1 : 100

commercial 01

24 sqm

section  1 : 100

commercial 02

48 sqm

section  1 : 100

commercial 03

72 sqm

b+1/A b+1/b b+1/c b/A b/b b/c

c

d d/a d/a

04

01 02 03

aa+1

all  the tenants buy 
apartments, they all 
have the  same  size

part of the apartment 
is  flexible  and  can 
be rented

distribution  space  is 
designed in accordance 
with a possible expansion 
of the apartment

the flats have a flexible 
space that can  share or 
rent

part of the apartment 
is  flexible  and  can 
be rented

shops are the same size 
of the apartments  and 
can be converted

Shops  are  modules 
space  that  can  be 
expanded, doubling or 
tripling their size

Architects  must  design buildings that  help  people 
to create new communities, experimenting with courage, 
new housing types suited  to contemporary  need  of 
low-income people. 

Space should be flexible, to adapting to the different 
number of people who in that moment  live the house, 
customisable, so that each  house can  adapt to every 
one according   to his own needs

The house  should  not be  consumerism,  but 
must endure over the years and thus designed 
so that  it can  adapt to different  individual 
needs, because inherent in the idea of home is 
the concept of happiness

All the apartments have 
a  double-facing,  north 
and  south  in order  to 
encourage       natural 
ventilation

The facades are  made 
of plastic panels that 
rotate manually, regulating 
the  ventilation   and 
protect from sunlight

Distributors spaces 
consist of light 
structures  linked to 
the main building

housing diagrams
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12  artificial (cast) stone 350 x 350 x 40 mm, 
   in gravel bed

13  galvanized steel gutter

11  prefabricated concrete flooring 20 mm
   concrete screed 60 mm
   separetion layer 
   sound isolation 30 mm

1  aluminium sheeting with 5° gradient,
  folded five times
  fixing element for steel sheeting
  timber piece on laminated plywood 
  panel 19 mm

2  vegetation 80 mm
  separetion layer
  thermal insulation 100 mm
  bituminous sheeting, double layer
  reinforced concrete slab with gradient

3  joint sealant tape

4  stainless-steel handrail

5  galvanized flat steel post 50 x 12 mm

6  re-cycling plastic pixels 400 mm high
   placed on a jointed tubular bar

7  supported in galvanized steel, bolted 
   to support the handrail and facade

8  steel ceiling to contain plants

9  insulated glazing in steel casement

10  precast reinforced concrete 
   element 300 mm
   thermally separeted steel 
   reinforcement connection

section  1 : 20


